Reflect on Your Dancing Choices

Directions: Use these sentence starters to reflect on your dancing choices.

When I danced...
______________________________________________________________
(Word/phrase from the poem)

My opening shape was...
______________________________________________________________
(Describe what you did with your body)
______________________________________________________________

My movement was...
______________________________________________________________
(Describe your movement.)
______________________________________________________________

My ending shape was...
______________________________________________________________
(Describe what you did with your body)
______________________________________________________________

I did this to show....
______________________________________________________________
(What feeling or image were you trying to show?)
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
Reflect on Your Peer’s Dancing Choices

Directions: Use these sentence starters to reflect on your peer’s dancing choices.

When you danced…

______________________________________________________________________________.
(Word/phrase from the poem)

In your opening shape, I saw…

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(Describe what the dancers did with their bodies)

In your movement, I saw…

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(Describe the dancers’ movement.)

In your ending shape, I saw…

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(Describe what the dancers did with their bodies)

Your dance showed/made me feel…

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(Describe the feeling or image you got from the dance)